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2,353,151. 

ELECTRICFLATIRoN AND THE LIKE 
Charles W. Eisenheimer, Meriden, Conn., assign 

or, by mesne assignments, to Manning, Bowman 
& Co., Meriden, Conn., a corporation of Dela 
ware 

Application June 6, 1940, Serial No. 339,064 
(C. 219-25) 16 Claims. 

This invention relates to domestic heating irons 
and the like. 
One object of the invention is a novel and im 

proved iron structure whereby the lateral pull 
or drag of the electric supply cod is substan 
tially reduced, thereby contributing to the ease 
and facility of manipulating the iron during the 
ironing operation and reducing substantially the 
wear and strains upon the cord. 
A further object of the invention is a domestic 

heating iron of the automatic type characterized 
by a novel and improved construction and as 
sembly of adjusting mechanism. 
A further object of the invention is a domestic 

heating iron which is characterized by the sim 
plicity of its parts, and the facility with which 
it may be assembled. 

Further objects of the invention will herein 
after appear. - 

For a better understanding of the invention 
reference may be had to the accompanying draw 
ings forming a part of this application wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a cross-sectional view of an iron enl 
bodying the invention; 

Fig. 2 is a view along the line 2-2 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a sectional view along the line 3-3 

of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 4 is a sectional view along the line 4-4. 

of Fig. 1; - 
Fig. 5 is a sectional view along the line 5-5 

of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 6 is a sectional view along the line 6-6 

of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 7 is a pian view of the iron; and 
Figs. 8 to 12 are views of details of the iron. 
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Referring to the drawings, the invention is 
illustrated as embodied in a domestic heating iron - 
having a handle grip , a sole plate 2, a. pres 
sure plate 3 and a top shell 4. The handle grip 

is provided with a front leg or support 5 and a 
rear support or leg 6, and the grip and legs 5 
and S are, in the particular embodiment shown, 
molded into a single piece or unit of suitable in 
sulating material. The leg 6 has formed on the 
bottom thereof a pair of downwardly extending 
bosses or lugs for forming a means of attach 
ment to the shell 4 and the pressure plate 3. 
Each of the bosses is provided with a metallic 
insert 8 having a screw-threaded recess therein 
for the reception of a fastening screw 9. The 
rear end of the pressure plate 3 is turned up. 
wardly to form bridges or bases through which 
the screws 9 pass and upon which the bosses 
with their inserts 8 rest. The pressure plate 3 
terminates at its rear into feet forming at 
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taching means for a cover plate 2 which bridges 
the feet if and closes the opening between the 
rear edge of the shell 4 and the rear edge of the 
sole plate 2, the forward end of this plate resting 
on a shoulder 2 formed on the sole plate 2. At 
taching screws are indicated at 3 for attaching 
the plate 2 to the iron. The shell 4. is formed 
with attaching parts 5 which are firmly gripped 
between the bridges 0 and the bosses 7 and an 
asbestos washer 6 is disposed between the bosses 
and insert T., 8 on the one hand and the shell 
parts 5 and pressure plate parts 0 on the other, 
the screws 9 thus firmly anchoring the rear end 
of the handle to the frame of the iron. 
The shell 4 and the pressure plate 3 are pro 

vided with openings between the bosses 7 to ac 
commodate the lead wires 8 which lead into the 
iron from the common conductor or cord 9. The 
rear leg 6 of the handle is formed on its under 
surface with a cylindrical cavity 2 and a cup 
like shell 22 of any suitable material, as, for ex 
ample, of drawn metal, is disposed in this cavity 
with the open mouth of the cup-like member dis 
posed downwardly. This member 22 is provided 
with an opening centrally of its bottom and is 
swivelled for free oscillating movements in the 
cavity by means of a screw 23, this screw being 
screwed up into a recess formed in the handle 
member and passing through the Opening in 
member 22. The screw 23 forms a pivot for the 
cup-like shell 22, this screw having a shoulder 
23' which forms a bearing for the cup-like shell. 
This swivelled shell 22 is provided with a trans 
verse opening 22' through its circular side wall 
for the accommodation of the cord 9. The leg 
or rear part 6 of the handle is provided with a 
lateral slot 25 for the accommodation of the cord 
9, this slot extending beyond both sides of the 

vertical central axis plane of the iron to per 
mit the swivelling of the conductor 9 and the 
swivel member 22 through an angle of approxi 
mately 100°, that is, 50° on each side of the cen 
tral axial vertical plane. 

In the particular embodiment shown the cord 
9 is further reinforced and supported at its en 

trance into the iron structure as follows: 
A gasket 26 of any suitable material, as, for 

example, rubber, immediately surrounds the cord 
9 at its entrance into the SWivel shell and around 

this gasket, is disposed an eyelet 2', as, for ex 
ample, of brass or other suitable metal While the 
inner end 28 of a cord protecting member or 
sleeve 28, in the particular embodiment shown a 
cord protecting spring, having a couple of en 
larged turns 28, is disposed between the eyelet 
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flange 2 and the back of the strain relief nem 
ber 3. This strain relief member 3 is also 
Swivelled on the bearing 23 of the screw 23 and 
is formed With means for engaging and support 
ing the cord S at its point of entrance into the 
Swivel inenber 22. For this purpose the strain 
relief member 3 is provided with a perforated 
arm1 or tab portion 3 which utilizes the shoul 
dered head of the pivot, screw 23 as a bearing. 
This strain relief and/pivoting member 30 has 
formed at right angles to the bearing tab arm 3 
a part which is provided with an extruded per 
foration 32 and against one side of this extruded 
part the enlarged two turns 28 of the cord spring 
25 bear, while against the other side of this ex. 
truded portion bears the enlarged headed part 
26 of the gasket 28. The eyelet 2 is also pro 
vided with a fange 2" on its inner edge which 
protects the eyelet against outward displacement 
thereof in the opening 22 formed in the Swivelled 
meinber 22 for the accommodation of the cord. 
This metallic eyelet 2 gives the closely wound 
turns of the cord spring 8 an adequate bearing 
surface at the cup side wali perforation 22. 
The Strain relief member 3 is formed with a 

Supporting and Spacing leg 33 disposed at right 
angles to the part containing the extrusion 32, 
the rear edge of this part 33 engaging the in 
terior of the cylindrical swivelled shell member 
22. After the entrance of the cord into the swiveli 
Cup, aS, for example, at the point, where the cord 
.8 leaves the gasket 26, the outer braid of the 
cord is cut away or dispensed with and over the 
conventional rubber insulated individual con 
ductors 8 of the cord are slipped insulating 
Sleeves, as, for example, Woven asbestos sleeves 
S. The strain relief member 3G is provided with 
Ileans for firmly gripping and anchoring the 
individual conductors 8 together with the as 
bestos sleeves 34. This means consists of clips 
3 carried by arms 3 formed on the strain re 
lief member 30, these arms 3 extending out, 
parallel to the tab 3 and being disposed in a 
horizontal plane each at 90° from the tab 3. 
These clips 3G are formed with openings suff 
cient to accommodate the lateral disposal there 
in of the conductors 8 together with the as 
bestOS sleeves 34, whereupon they are clinched 
to firmly grip the same (Fig. 10). The strain 
relief member 3G thus firmly grips and supports 
the conductor 9 at three points, first at the en 
trance of the cord into the Swivel cup member 
22, and then by means of the clips 36 engaging 
and Supporting the individual conductors 8, 
At their lower ends the asbestos sleeves on the 

conductors 8 are Secured by means of the tab 
end clips 4 C of a pair of formed metal terminal 
lugs . The eyelet portion of each lug 4 is 
fastened by a screw 42 to one of the terminals 
43, 4, while the central metallic parts of the 
Conductors 8 are fastened and crimped between 
the lugs if and the corresponding terminal, the 
ends of the conductors thus crimped being indi 
cated by the numeral 45. As indicated above, 
there is a generous sized opening formed 
in the rear part of the top shelf 4 at a point 
in mediately below the leg 6 of the handle to 
allow free movement of the asbestos sleeve en 
closed cord conductors 8 during the turning of 
the SWivel cup 22. The slot or notch 25 formed 
in the rear handle part 6 permits, as indicated 
above, the SWivelling of the cord conductor 9 
through an approximate angle of 100°, namely, 
50 each side of the longitudinal, central, axial, 

2,858, 5. 
marked 25 form limiting stops for arresting the 
iaiteral swivelling novements of the cord f 9, the 
eyelet or Sleeve 2 engaging the ends 25 of this 
slot. The upper and lower Surfaces of the slot 
25 are formed parallel to each other and pref 
erably the slot, is just deep enough to accommo 
date the eyelet or sleeve T through which ex 
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tends the cord 9 in its free, lateral, oscillating 
and adjusting movements. 
The terminals 43 and 44 lead to the heater 

elements embedded in the insulating material 
50 carried in a recess or recesses formed in the 
upper part of the Sole plate 2, these heaters 
themselves being omitted for convenience in ii 
lustration. There are disposed in the heater cir 
cuit thernostatically controlled contacts 5 and 
52, the contact 5 being carried by a spring arm 
5f which is biased in an upward direction and 
the contact 52 being carried by a spring arm 
52 which is biased in a downward direction. 
The Spring arm 5 is fastened to an adjusting 
member 53 which has an insulating disc 53' on 
the top thereof and this disc and adjusting arm 
can be actuated to different vertical positions to 
Vary the temperature of the iron to be auto 
matically maintained. A conventional thermo 
static element 54 is illustrated for engaging the 
arrin 52 at a predetermined temperature depend 
ing upon the vertical position of the contact 52 
to open the circuit. The thernostatic element 
53 carries the conventional insulated button 56 
which engages an adjusting Screw 57 adjustably 
lounted on the end of the Brn 52. The means 

for engaging the insulating disc 53' and arm 53 
and adjusting its position to maintain the de 
sired temperature comprises an adjusting screw 
58 which threadedly engages the mid-section of 
an adjustable arm or ever 59. This lever is 
pivotally mounted at its fore end by means of a 
Cotter pin inserted through embossed slots formed 
in the side elements 59' thereof, which cotter 
pin is also pivotally mounted in perforations of 
a pair of upturned pressure piate ears or lugs 
6. The cross Section of the adjustable arm 59 
is of channel form with the web up, the flanges 
of the channel decreasing in depth towards the 
rear end. At the rear end this lever 59 is formed 
With a down Wardly turned operating finger or tab 
62 which, in the particular embodiment shown, 
is formed at an acute angle thereto. This tab 
Or finger 62 projects down through openings in 
the contact bearing Spring plates 5' and 52' 
and in certain positions engages at its lower end 
the insulated metallic button 53' carried at the 
end of the Spring artin 53, which, as indicated 
above, is attached to the lower spring arm 5'. 
AS indicated, the position of the lower end of 
this tab or operating finger 62 determines the 
temperature Setting of the iron. In its lower 
most position it holds the arm 5' low enough to 
Separate the contacts 5 and 52 and thus pro 
vides an off position for the iron. In the posi 
tion indicated in Fig. the setting is for maxi 
Inu temperature maintenance. 
The terminals 3 and 4 extend between the 

legs of a U-shaped ceramic barrier member 65. 
The legs of this U-shaped barrier member extend 
rearwardly and the forward edge of the barrier 
is formed with a vertical depression or recess 
65' on its outside to clear the Screws there 
shown (FigS. and 5). The terminal 3 con 
tinues into a right angle portion 4', which in 
turn passes through a suppoiting slot 66 formed 
in one leg of the barrier member 65. The other . 

vertical plane. The ends of this slot which are 75 terminal 44 extends all the way back between 
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the legs of the barrier member 65 and passes 
through a recess 67 formed on the bottom of the 
barrier member. This barrier member is not 
firmly anchored in position but is confined in a 
relatively definite location; in depth by the top 
shell 4 above it and the pressure plate 3 below it, 
longitudinally by the rear screw for which 65 
is clearanced and the inclines of the bridges O, 
and CrOSSwise by its cutout 67 straddling the 
thermostat contact spring bracket. 
The fore part of the iron is anchored to the 

pressure plate 3 and the sole plate 2 through a 
mounting bridge 70 whose feet 70' bear upon the 
sole plate 2. The pressure plate 3 is fastened 
to the Sole plate 2 by means of the screws and 
is formed with offset inner edges or parts 72 which 
bear upon the feet 20' of the bridge member TO 
and are firmly fastened thereto as, for exam 
ple, by Welding. The top of the metallic shell 4 
bears upon this bridge and is fastened or an 
chored thereto by means of a hollow threaded 
metal stud 73, this stud having a hexagon or 
other head to be engaged by a suitable socket 
wrench and having a shoulder 3' engaging the 
shell. For fastening this stud 3 Screws down 
into a threaded opening formed in the boss 4 
of the bridge. To the fore part of the top of 
the shell 4 there is fastened a plate 75, the plate 
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75 resting upon three upwardly bossed perches 
76 and riveted thereto by the rivets TT. This 
piate is provided with an opening for accommo 
dating the stud. 3. The front part or leg 5 of 
the handle is firmly fastened to the iron by 
neans of a handle insert 80 molded in a vertical 
position into the handle part 5, said handle, as 
indicated above, being of suitable insulating ma 
terial, as, for example, a phenol condensation 
product. The mounting plate 75 has formed cen 
trally thereof and adjacent its forward end a 
circular opening 8 with a slot 82 projecting rear 
wardly from said circular opening. This circu 
lar opening 8 is of the required dimensions to 
receive the insert 80 for the purpose of assem 
bling the handle upon the iron. This insert 80 
is formed adjacent its lower end with an annu 
lar groove 83 of a depth slightly greater than 
the thickness of the mounting plate 75 and the 
reduced section of the member 80 in this groove 
passes freely into the slot 82. The fore end of 
the handle is thus fastened to the body of the 
iron by the locking of the lower end of the in 
sert 80 into the slot or bayonet joint 82. 
or plate 85 is loosely positioned upon the plate 
T5 and is prevented from turning therein by 
means of three protuberances or bosses 86 formed 
on the fin 85 and extending down through reg 
istering openings in the plate 75. This member 
85 is provided on its under surface with depres 
sions 8 corresponding to the heads of the rivets 
TT, thereby enabling the plate 85 to rest in con 
tact with the plate 75. 
The adjusting screw 58 is provided with a shoul 

der 88 resting against the lower end of the at 
taching stud 73 or resting against a shoulder 
formed therein with the shoulder 88 forming a 
bearing for rotation of the screw and for an 
choring it against upward movement. This ad 
justing screw 58 is carried by a spindle 89 and 
the upper end 90 of the spindle 89 is enlarged 
and is formed with a splined outer surface. An 
adjusting knob 9, preferably of insulating ma 
terial, is splined to the part 90, an insert 92 
being disposed in a centrally disposed cavity on 
the lower side of the knob 9. The plate or fin 
5 is provided with a circular depression or re 
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3. 
cess centrally disposed with respect to the axis 
of the adjusting screw. This depression is slight 
ly larger than the knob 9 and the latter is dis 
posed in this depression. On the botton of this 
depression rests a washer 94 and the insert in 
knob 9 rests on this washer. The washer 94 is 
provided with a central opening for the accom 
modation of the reduced part of the molded-in 
insert 92. The knob and the insert thereby ro 
tates centrally of the depression allowing the edge 
of the knob to slightly clear the washer 94. The 
splining of the upper part 90 of the screw mem 
ber into the insert 92 permits the positioning of 
the adjusting knob for correct calibration of the 
iron's temperature, that is, for factory setting. 
The knob. 9 is provided with an annular cavity 
96 on its under surface, this cavity completing 
the circle except for a small dividing partition 
9, this transverse or dividing wall being, for ex 
ample, 4' in thickness. The plate 85 is formed 
With an upstanding lug or boss 98 which is mold 
ed integrally therewith and projects up through 
a perforation or opening formed in the washer 
94. This lug 98 projects up into the annular 
channel 96 and forms a stop for the knob. 9 as 
the latter is rotated, this being effected by the 
dividing wall 97 engaging the stop to arrest the 
movement of the knob. This allows the knob to 
freely rotate 330 of a full turn. A phosphor 
bronze spring foo projects up into a cavity formed 
in the fore part 5 of the handle which spring is 
provided with a spring arm at right angles there 
to and engaging the upper surface of the knob 
9, the protruding portion or arm of this spring 
having a shallow embossed spot of bearing into 
a centrally disposed depression in the center of 
the adjusting knob. This spring eliminates any 
possibility of looseness of parts and consequent 
rattling. The fore part 5 of the handle is cut 
away on its inner side to accommodate the knob 
9 and the insert 80 is also cut away on the side 
to accommodate the rotatable knob 9. The open 
ing in the rear part of the shell 4 is covered by 
the edges 02 and 0.3 of the rear handle part 6. 
With the shell 4 and sole plate 2 assembled 

together with the thermostatic mechanism there 
in, the fin plate 85, the washer 94 and the knob 
9f are positioned as indicated. With the cord 
9 and conductors 8 assembled on the handle, 
as indicated, the conductors 8 are then fastened 
to the terminals 43 and 44. The fore part of 
the handle f is then brought into position with 
the insert. 80 passing through the circular Open 
ing 8 of the mounting plate 75 whereupon the 
handle is slid backwards to cause the insert 80 

The supports 7, 8 of the 
handle are then fastened by the screws 9 to the 
parts O of the pressure plate. The plate 2 is 
then placed in position. 
The plate or fin 85 and the mounting plate 

75 also function to insulate the knob 9 and 
the handle against the heat of the iron. The 
fin or plate 85 also protrudes backwardly beyond 
the edge of the adjusting knob and provides a 
relatively cool part adjacent the thumb when the 
adjusting knob needs to be rotated for iron tem 
perature setting. The rear part of the fin 85 
may be utilized, as indicated, for carrying the 
words “higher' and "lower,' these words together 
with the arrows being embossed therein to give 
the user an indication as to the proper rotation 
of the knob for raising or lowering the iron's 
temperature; this in addition to the embossed 
and lacquer filled fabric designations illustrated 
on the top surface of the adjusting knob. 
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Amongs: the advantages of the invention may 
be mentioned the following: The handle is Solid 
and the adjusting knob 9 is mounted on the in 
Sulator piate 85 which in turn is mounted on the 
plate 75 and shell 3. The knob is floating- and 
sermits a variable setting, the projecting insula 
or fin or plate 35 protects the fingers against con 
act with hot metal and the metal and insulator 
plates act jointly to baffle the heat flow. The parts 
of the adjusting mechanism are Self-aligning and 
the forward end of the adjustable lever 59 has a 
self-seeking pivot in the form of short slots to 
through which the cotter pin passes. The 
pull or drag of the cord 9 as the iron is moved 
over the ironing Surface is Zero or reduced to a 
minimum, since the swivel 22 freely oscillates rel 
atively to the iron to follow the pull or drag. 
The iron may rest upon its heel on the three 
point support formed by the projections 04 and 
5 formed in the shell 4 and on the projection 
65 on the rear end of the handle. The cord is 

protected against wear and bends at the entrance 
into the iron by the structure shown and de 
scribed. 

I claim: 
1. In an electric heating iron, a main body 

part comprising a Sole plate, a cover shell and an 
electric heating unit therein, a handle fastened 
to said body and having a cylindrical recess 
formed in the rear part thereof, a Swivelling cup 
shaped member Swivelled to the bottom of said 
recess for free oscillating movements, said swivel 
member having an opening in the side wall there 
of and the rear part of Said handle having a lat 
eral slot formed to the rear of Said recess and an 
electric cord passing through said slot and said 
opening in said swivel member for supplying elec 
tricity to the heating element. 

2. In an electric heating iron, a main body 
part comprising a Sole plate, a cover Shell and 
an electric heating unit therein, a handle fas 
tened to Said body and having. a cylindrical recess 
formed in the rear part thereof, a swiveling cup 
shaped member Swivelled to the bottom of said 
recess for free oscillating movements, said swivel 
member having an opening in the side wall there 
of and the rear part of said handle having a lat 
&ral slot formed to the rear of said recess and 
an electric cord passing through Said slot and said 
opening in said swivel member for supplying elec 
tricity to the heating element, and a strain relief 
member also swivelled to rotate with said cup 
like member, said strain member being firmly 
fastened to the cord at its point of entrance into 
the SWivelling member. 

3. In an electric heating iron, a main body part 
comprising a Sole plate, a cover shell and an elec 
tric heating unit therein, fixed terminals within 
said body, a handle fastened to said body and 
having a cylindrical recess formed in the rear 
part thereof, a swivelling cup-shaped member 
Swivelled to the bottom of said recess for free Os 
cillating movements, said swivel member having 
an opening in the side Wall thereof and the rear 
part of Said handle heaving an arcuate lateral 
slot formed to the rear of Said recess and an elec 
tric cord passing through said slot and said open 
ing in said swivel member for Supplying electricity 
to the heating element and having its individual 
conductors fastened to said terminals, and a 
strain relief and abrasion preventing member 
Swivelled to rotate with said swivelling member 
and having means engaging Said cord and addi 
tional spaced means separately engaging the in 
dividual Conductors of Said cord, 
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4. In an alectric heating iron, a main body part 

comprising a sole plate, a cover shell and an elec 
tric heating unit therein, a handle fastened to 
said body and having a cylindrical recess formed 
in the rear part thereof, a Swivelling cup-shaped 
member swivelled to the bottom of said recess for 
free oscillating movements, said Swivel member 
having an opening in the side wall thereof and 
the rear part of Said handle having an arcuate 
lateral slot formed to the rear of Said recess and 
an electric cord passing through said slot and 
said opening in Said swivel member for supplying 
electricity to the heating element, said cord be 
ing provided with outer and inner sleeves at its 
point of entrance into said Swivelling member 
together with a flexible cord protector disposed 
between said sleeves. 

5. In an electric heating iron, a main body 
part comprising a sole plate, a cover shell and 
an electric heating unit therein, a handle fas 
tened to said body and having a cylindrical recess 
formed in the rear part thereof, a swivelling cup 
shaped member swivelled to the bottom of said 
recess for free Oscillating movements, said Swivel 
member having an opening in the side wall there 
of and the rear part of said handle having a lat 
eral slot formed to the rear of said recess and an 
electric cord passing through said slot and said 
Opening in said swivel member for supplying elec 
tricity to the heating element and comprising 
within the rear body portion thereof an insulating 
barrier, Said barrier housing electric terminal 
means and the conductors of said cord being fas 
tened thereto. 

6. In an electric heating iron, a main body part 
comprising a sole plate, a cover shell and an elec 
tric heating unit therein, a handle fastened to 
Said body and having a cylindrical recess formed 
in the rear part thereof, a Swivelling cup-shaped 
member swivelled to the bottom of said recess for 
free OScillating movements, Said Swivel member 
having an opening in the side wall thereof and 
the rear part of said handle having an arcuate 
lateral slot formed to the rear of said recess and 
an electric cord passing through said slot and said 
opening in said Swivel member for supplying elec 
tricity to the heating element, said cord being 
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provided with outer and inner sleeves at its point 
of entrance into Said swivelling member together 
with a flexible cord protector disposed between 
Said sleeves, and a SWivelling strain relief mem 
ber engaging the inner sleeve at the point of 
entrance into the iron. 

7. In an electric heating iron, a main body 
part comprising a sole plate, a cover shell and 
an electric heating unit therein, a handle fastened 
to said body and having a cylindrical recess 
formed in the rear part thereof, a swivelling cup 
shaped member swivelled to the bottom of said 
recess for free Oscillating movements, said swivel 
member having an opening in the side wall there 
of and the rear part of Said handle having an 
arcuate lateral slot formed to the rear of said 
recess and an electric cord passing through said 
slot and said opening in said swivel member for 
supplying electricity to the heating element, said 
Cord being provided with Outer and inner sleeves 
at its point of entrance into said swivelling men 
ber together with a flexible cord protector dis 
posed between said sleeves, wherein the iron is 
provided with fixed terminals to which the ind 
vidual conductors of the cord are fastened and 
a swivelling strain relief member engages the 
inner sleeve at the point of entrance into the iron, 
said strain relief member also having spaced 
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means separately engaging and firmly holding the 
individual Conductors of said cord. 

8. In a domestic electric heating iron having 
an electric supply cord leading therein, a main 
body and handle structure having a recess for 
the accommodation of said cord, a support in said 
recess for said cord which permits swiveling 
movements of the cord, said support having cord 
strain relief means comprising a strain relief 
member swivelled to the iron structure for foll 
lowing the Swivelling movements of the cord, said 
strain relief member engaging and firmly holding 
the cord at its point of entrance into the iron and 

0. 

having spaced means separately engaging and 
firmly holding the individual conductors of Said 
cord at points removed from the point of engage 
ment with the cord, said strain relief member 
comprising a swivel support arm, a part having 
an extruded perforation therein and a pair of 
arms having clips for engaging the individual 
conductors of the cord, the cord passing through 
said perforation. 

9. In a domestic electric heating iron having 
an electric supply cord leading therein, a main 
body and handle structure having a recess for the 
accommodation of said cord, a support in said 
recess for said cord which permits swivelling 
movements of the cord, said support having cord 
strain relief means comprising a strain relief. 
member swivelled to the iron structure for foll 
lowing the swivelling movements of the cord, said 
strain relief member engaging and firmly hold 
ing the Cord at its point of entrance into the iron 
and having spaced means separately engaging 
and firmly holding the individual conductors of 
said cord at points removed from the point of 
engagement with the cord, said strain relief men 
ber comprising a swivel support arm, a part hav 
ing an extruded perforation therein and a pair 
of arms having clips for engaging the individual 
conductors of the cord, the cord passing through 
said perforation, with a sleeve disposed in the pera 
foration and immediately surrounding the cord 
and a cord protector sleeve immediately sur 
rounding the sleeve and the cord. 
, 10. In an electric heating iron having an elec 
trical heating unit therein, fixed terminals within 
in said iron for supplying electric current to the 
heating unit, an electric supply cord entering 
said iron and having its individual conductors 
connected with said fixed terminals, means dis 
posed at the point of entrance of said cord into 
the iron for supporting and permitting Swivelling 
movements of the cord and strain relief and abra 
sion preventing means for said cord and conduc 
tors comprising a unitary member swively ser 
cured to the iron structure following the swivel 
ling movements of the cord and having a pair 
of arms, each provided with means for securing 
and firmly holding each individual conductor of 
the cord which lead directly to the fixed terminals. 

11. In a domestic heating iron of the character 
set forth, an electric heating unit in said iron, 
said iron having a cylindrical recess with a swivel 
ling shell mounted therein and also a swivelling 
strain relief member mounted therein and supply 
conductors passing through an opening formed in 
said swivelling shell and engaged by said strain 
relief means. 

12. In a domestic heating iron of the character 
set forth, an electric heating unit in said iron, 
said iron having a cylindrical recess with a swivel 
ling shell mounted therein and also a swivelling 
strain relief member mounted therein and supply 
conductors passing through an opening formed 
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in said swivelling shell and engaged by said strain 
relief means, and said iron having a lateral slot 
adjacent said recess with the ends of the lateral 
slot being engaged by the conductors to limit the 
Oscillating movement. 

13. A domestic electric heating iron having a 
cylindrical recess formed in the rear part thereof, 
a swivelling support for electrical conductors 
swively mounted in said recess, said iron having. 
a lateral slot or opening formed adjacent said 
recess and an electrical cord extending through 
said slot and engaged by said swivel support with 
a flexible cord protecting sleeve surrounding said 
cord at its point of entrance into the recess. 

4. In a domestic heating iron having an elec 
tric heating unit therein and means for supplying 
electrical current to said heater, comprising fixed 
terminals within the iron structure, a recess and 
a support therein for an electric cord which per 
mits Swivelling movements of the cord, an elec 
trical supply cord leading into said iron through 
said recess and having its individual conductors 
fastened to said terminals and a strain relief 
member mounted on the iron structure for rota 
tion about a substantially vertical axis and foll 
lowing the swivelling movements of the cord, said 
member being apertured radially with respect to 
the axis of rotation to receive the supply cord 
and a protecting sleeve surrounding the supply 
cord, said sleeve passing through said aperture 
and having a shoulder portion within said strain 
relief member. 

15. In a domestic heating iron having an elec 
tric heating unit therein and means for supplying 
electrical current to said heater, comprising fixed 
terminals within the iron structure, a recess and a 
Support therein for an electric cord which permits 
swivelling movements of the cord, an electrical 
supply cord leading into said iron through said 
recess and having its individual conductors 
fastened to said terminals and a strain relief 
member mounted on the iron structure for rota 
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tion about a substantially vertical axis and foll 
lowing the swivelling movements of the cord, said 
member being apertured radially with respect to 
the axis of rotation to receive the supply cord and 
a protecting sleeve surrounding the supply cord, 
said sleeve passing through said aperture and 
having a shoulder portion within said strain relief 
member, said iron including a handle having 
front and rear legs and said strain relief member 
being mounted within a cavity in said rear leg of 
the handle, said rear leg being provided with 
an arcuate lateral slot for passage of the supply 
Cord therethrough. 

16. In a domestic heating iron having an elec 
tric heating unit therein, fixed terminals in the 
iron connected to the heating unit, a recess and 
a Support therein for an electric cord which per 
mits swivelling movements of the cord, means for 
supplying electrical current to said heater com 
prising an electric supply cord leading into said 
iron through said recess, the ends of the individual 
conductors of said cord being secured to said fixed 
terminals, and strain relief means comprising a 
strain relief member swivelled to the iron struc 
ture for following the swivelling movements of the , 
cord, said strain relief member engaging and 
firmly holding the cord at its point of entrance 
into the iron and having spaced means separately 
engaging and firmly holding the individual con 
ductors at points removed from the point of en 
gagement with the cord, 
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